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Local Solutions - Publications - Media - Organisations

inforse.org/evd  ecovillagedevelopment.net  cansouthasia.net
Welcome and opening remarks – Santosh Patnaik, CAN South Asia, and Judit Szoleczky from INFORSE

Keynote: Why did we established the database? What are the main gaps and challenges?

About the database: What does the database include: Local solutions/Categories, Publications, Organisations, Media (Photos & Videos)

Gunnar Boye Olesen & Sanjiv Nathan, INFORSE-South Asia

- SOLUTIONS: What are the informations for each solutions? Experiences from project Partners, challenges, and successes:
  - Sanjiv Nathan INSEDA, India & INFORSE-SA;
  - Dumindu Herath IDEA Sri Lanka, -
  - Abdul Arif, Grameen Shakti, Bangladesh;
  - Anzoo Sharma & Poonam Bhatt, CRT Nepal.

- Solutions from AIWC in Database, Gender Perspective on Climate Solutions, Participatory Planning
  - Usha Nair, All India Women Conference (AIWC), India

Discussion & Brainstorm - Moderator: Judit Szoleczky, INFORSE
Welcome - Climate Action Network South Asia
By Santosh Patnaik

CANSA is a coalition of over 250 civil society organisations working in eight South Asian countries

https://cansouthasia.net/
International Network for Sustainable Energy

Welcome By Judit Szoleczky

Network of 165 NGOs worldwide

Established in 1992 at Earth Summit (UNCED Rio) to give an international voice to NGOs promoting renewable & energy efficiency

- ECOSOC and UNFCCC observer status
- North-South cooperation, energy access
- Climate, renewable & energy efficiency policies
- Scenarios and proposals for 100% renewables
- CSO/NGO Cooperation Network Projects:
  - Europe: Danmark-Ukraine; DK, Poland Turkey, Germany on Renewable Energy Cooperatives (Erasmus+);
  - EU-Horizon Project on Lifestyle (FULFILL)
- Climate Action in East Africa (Uganda, Kenya Tanzania)
- Eco-Village Development in South Asia (Bangladesh, Nepal, India, Sri Lanka)

www.inforse.org
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